Leak & Crack Injection Solutions
Our Expertise

PU Injection

Epoxy Injection

High Pressure Pile Injection

Soil Stabilization

Structural Strengthening
Projects undertaken range from controlling major incursions to weeping cracks. Sites from the largest civil engineering projects to small individual lift pits.

Solutions for:

- Lift pits
- Sewers
- Bridges
- Reservoirs
- Water Tanks
- Cable Tunnels
- Process Tunnels
- Swimming Pools
- Transport Tunnels
- Movement joints
- Docks and Harbours
- Pipe Penetrations
- Water Treatment Plant
- Diaphragm walls and Piles
- Earth Pit Leakage Treatment
- Scent Piles Anchors Treatment
- Sheet Piles Anchors Treatment
- Riparian works and canal banks
- Car Parks - multistory and underground
Other Expertise

- Waterproofing
- Protective & Traffic Deck Coatings
- Flooring / Residential & Commercial
- Crack Injection
- Guniting / Shotcreting
- GRP Lining
- Modern Combo Roffing System
- External Insulation / EWIS
- Acoustic Insulation
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